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TURNER v IKEDA [2020] NZHC 435 [9 March 2020]

On 13 February 2020, I delivered a judgment in which I dismissed an appeal

[1]

by the appellant, Ms Turner, against the dismissal of her claim under the Harassment
Act 1997.1 I am now required to fix costs in relation to the appeal.
The respondent was plainly the successful party and is entitled to an award of

[2]

costs. I do not consider the appellant succeeded to any material degree in the appeal
and no reduction in costs is justified.
The respondent, Mr Ikeda, has now provided evidence that he incurred and

[3]

paid legal costs amounting to $10,923.97. On that basis counsel for the respondent
accepts an award of costs on a category 2B basis is appropriate. He seeks an uplift of
20 per cent, however, to reflect the fact that the appellant failed to comply with the
timetable directions made by consent in relation to the filing and service of
submissions. He says this contributed unnecessarily to the time and expense of the
proceeding.
The appellant’s submissions were clearly filed late, and I accept this would

[4]

have placed counsel for the respondent under considerable time pressure to prepare
submissions in response. I do not consider, however, that this is likely to have added
materially, if at all, to the overall cost of the proceeding. I therefore do not consider
any uplift is justified.
I make an award of costs in favour of the respondent on a category 2B basis

[5]

together with disbursements as fixed by the Registrar.
The Registrar may now disburse the funds held by way of security for costs to

[6]

counsel for the respondent.

________________________
Lang J
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